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DEALER CONTACT INFORMATION:

ABOUT US
Cleral are the experts in onboard weighing 
systems for vehicles in the construction, refuse, 
and municipal industries. This includes pumper, 
long-haul, roll off, and heavy-duty trucks, tractors, 
and trailers. 

Regardless of truck type, age, suspension, or 
use, Cleral has a weight system that will create 
efficiencies at the point of loading, avoid fines, 
and ensure safety on the road.

MORE FROM CLERAL

EXPERIENCED
Cleral has been building 
scales for over 20 years

ACCURATE
Margin of error is +/-.01% and 
scales require virtually no     
maintenance

SAFE
Cleral scales help ensure 
even weight distribution and 
helps prohibit overloading

Box Alert is proprietary Cleral 
technology that alerts drivers as 
soon as the box is raised above 
the permitted speed.

BOX ALERT

Suspension Intelligent 
Management is a powerful 
embedded computerized load 
equalizer that is compatible with 
a variety of suspension types.

SIM

All Cleral scales are Wi-Fi 
enabled and are compatible with 
onboard computers and printers.

ACCESORIES

Dedicated phone support from 
a local Cleral specialist. Most 
onboard scale issues can be 
solved over the phone.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Users‘ manuals, online tutorials, 
install instructions, and more 
can be found on our website 
cleral-usa.com.

RESOURCE LIBRARY

ONBOARD SCALES FOR HEAVY DUTY 
TRUCKS, TRACTORS, AND TRAILERS

 » WALKING BEAM

 » LIFT AXEL(S)

 » SPRING RIDE

 » AIR-RIDE

SAFETY, EFFICIENCY, AND 
ACCURACY YOU CAN COUNT ON

GET ON-BOARD WITH

CLERAL



CLERAL ON-BOARD SCALES
Visit us at cleral-usa.com for additional product information and support materials

INSTALL AND SET UP

Cleral scales require virtually no 
maintenance. Customer support 
will be available to you on the 
phone and online to keep your 
drivers on the road.

DAILY USE
STEP FOUR

Cleral connects you with preferred 
partners in your city to schedule 
the scale installation which typically 
takes 2-4 hours. Or, follow step-
by-step instructions and install the 
scale yourself.

INSTALLATION
STEP TWO

Calibrate and configure your 
scale with the support of online 
user manuals, tutorial videos, and 
dedicated phone support from a 
local representative. Learn more 
cleral-usa.com on the resources 
page.

INITIAL SET UP
STEP THREE

Cleral weight system specialists can 
help you choose the best on-board 
scale solution regardless of truck 
type, suspension type, vehicle age, 
configuration, or purpose. 

SCALE SELECTION
STEP ONE

The Sentinel PS3 is the most powerful and versatile onboard scale and 
the ideal choice for load control outside of the cab and for unlimited trailer 
pairings for fleets. Weight data is stored in the wireless transmitters attached 
to the vehicle, so the weight data always stays with the vehicle.

SENTINEL PS3
WIRELESS WI-FI MONITOR SYSTEM

Kiload K3 is the most accurate (margin of error is +/- 1%) and economical on-
board weighing system. It’s built in Wi-Fi make it the right choice for tractor/
trailers applications. The K3 is available with Cleral’s SIM System option which 
fully automates all axillary axle functions for proper weight distribution. K3 is 
compatible with Cleral’s new patented Box Alert system.

KILOAD K3
CAB MOUNTED WEIGHING SYSTEM

Reflex is a versatile weighing system for use on both straight body trucks and 
trailers where mounting the display outside of the cab is preferred. It is first an 
extremely accurate basic weighing system that can also be upgraded to the 
Reflex Pro to automate auxiliary axle groups on both trucks and trailers. 

REFLEX
CHASSIS OR TRAILER MOUNTED SYSTEM


